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The company has launched a radio campaign in Delhi-NCR with

engagements driven by various top RJs in Delhi-NCR. Also, Eggoz

participated in and distributed samples at 5+ society events, school

functions, and gym events. Expanding the marketing and branding

outreach, the company installed lift branding, dealer boards in different

societies, etc.

The company had an exciting month and quarter with record no of

missions and revenue. YelloSKYE also launched a First Person View

(FPV) style video which is essentially a single-take extreme close-up of

the drone camera delivering unparalleled shots of the area of interest. The

company believes that it is the only commercial application of its kind in

India. In addition, YelloSKYE also started getting its first clients for its

virtual tours of interiors which is a compelling selling artefact for residential

developers.

When it comes to achieving your weight goals, it's about 30% of exercise

and 70% of diet. To make clean & healthy eating easy and accessible for

fitness enthusiasts, Deep Rooted recently partnered with Cult.Fit--one of

India's leading fitness brands. Through this partnership, Deep Rooted also

launched a brand new category: Ready-to-Eat Salad Combos. Co-created

with top nutritionists, these salad combos are tailor-made for one's health

goals. From post-workout recharge to immunity booster, and more--each

combo has a unique mix of fruits and vegetables that one can eat as it is,

or with a dressing. While the brand new category began with and for

Cult.Fit members, it's now available for everyone online on the Deep

Rooted app as well as the website.

Bidgely continues to build innovative AI-powered solutions to accelerate

the clean energy future. This month, Bidgely launched a key enhancement

in its award-winning EV solution with the introduction of EV Active

Managed Charging for utilities and energy retailers worldwide. Now,

utilities can achieve over 300 percent ROI for load shifting with Bidgely’s

comprehensive EV Solution.

Freshly Brewed

Credit and finance for MSMEs: With financial and digital inclusion
ranking high on the government’s agenda of economic growth, the role of
fintechs in that vision can’t be emphasized enough.

The India Edtech space was the darling of investors in 2020 and 2021.
However, market conditions have changed globally and Edtech (globally
and in India) is going through a rough patch.
 

Biryani has once again become the undisputed king as far as India’s most
ordered dish is concerned. The mixed rice dish, a preferred food item for
its ease of eating, has taken the place of on-the-go meals, be it an after-
party craving or a meal to accompany binge-watching

Leading health authorities and medical experts from around the world
have been raising concern about the impact of COVID-19 on the world's
mental health. A report released by the World Health Organization (WHO)
estimated a massive 25 per cent increase in the global prevalence of
anxiety and depression in the first year of the pandemic.

Alumni Engagement

                                           IvyConnect Programs

IvyConnect is a series of interactive engagements with IIT/IIM and other
premium institutes' Alumni Founders. These engagements provide early-
stage startup founders, and student entrepreneurs at IIT/IIMs an opportunity to
network, get live feedback and gain insights from successful Alumni founders
and Investors.

Our Alumni Engagements

We partnered with several E-Cells for their flagship startup events by
connecting IIT/IIM Alumni from the IvyCamp mentor pool for
judging/mentorship and promoting the event through the IvyCamp network.
Here are our recent associations:

1. E-Summit’23, ECell IIM Udaipur: Associated as Ecosystem Partner.
2. Ashwamedha, ECell IIM Trichy: Attended the startup pitching

competition as judges
3. UpStart’22 Nationals, ECell IIT Kanpur: Participated as jury members

for finals in Hyderabad and Delhi
4. Start-O-Sphere, ECell IIM Kozhikode: Attended their annual startup

investor meet 
5. Empresario, ECell IIT Kharagpur: Attended as judges for the

Empresario finals in Kolkata

Investment Project with students of SP Jain Institute of
Management and Research

We partnered with SP Jain Institute of Management and Research
(SPJIMR) to provide students with exposure to evaluating startups for
investment in the agritech space. The engagement involves activities including
an interactive session to discuss investment criteria, evaluation of startups in
the agritech space, and discussions with agritech startup founders to
understand factors that affect technology-related decisions in the agritech
space.

                                  Corporate Innovation Programs

 HDFC Life Futurance: We recently closed the 5th Phase of the HDFC Life
Futurance Program. We received more than 50 startup applications for use
cases ranging from alternate & augmented data, medical/health tech, the
innovative sales tech, and AI-based vision & voice.

HDFC Ltd Finnovation: We closed the call for applications for the HDFC Ltd
Finnovation 2nd Phase. More than 50 startups applied for the program for the
use cases in AI/ML fraud detection and metaverse applications.

New in our Team

Glad to announce that Meera has joined IvyCamp as a Senior Program
Manager

Meera has over 10 years of work
experience in the Indian startup
ecosystem. She holds a degree in
Electrical and Electronics
Engineering from Mahatma Gandhi
University in Kerala. Post which she
was offered a role in Startup Village
(now Kerala Startup Mission) after
her internship. Meera has conducted
various startup programs,
conferences and coordinated events
with startups, mentors, investors,
and corporates to ensure smooth
execution.

Meera conducted workshops in over 30 colleges across Kerala and received
1200 applications for one of the flagship programs by the Kerala govt, where
they sent 5 student entrepreneurs to Silicon Valley in 2013.

As part of corporate innovation programs, she has had the opportunity to work
with Rolls-Royce, Shell, Novo Nordisk and Honeywell to plan and execute their
innovation programs during her tenure at Link Innovations.

In the News

AI will play a very big role in India’s tech
story’–25 quotes on India business

opportunities
 

A Larger Domestic Capital Pool Is What India Needs

FM Sitharaman announces a slew of measures to boost
start-ups in India

 

Our Industry-Event Participations

National Startup Day: Panel
Discussion on India's
Startup Growth Story

BGIIES recently hosted National Startup Day by launching an investor and
startup-centric networking event on January 15-16, 2023. The event brought
together 20+ startups, 10+ investors, BITS Pilani Goa students, ecosystem
enablers, vendors, mentors, and Goa's IT Minister - Hon. Shri. Rohan
Khaunte, shared his support for the startups. The event had 5 startup-focused
takeaways - Fundraising, Mentor Connect, Business Networking, various
launches, and the Startup Yatra vehicle launch that aims to help in spreading
awareness in Goa. Our Founder and Managing Partner, Vikram Gupta,
participated in the investors’ panel discussion which deliberated on topics -
What do investors get along with them other than money, Angel vs VC funding,
When and how much to raise, Unit economics and commercialization,
Relevance of Advisory Board and Mentors, Building brand, capabilities and
ecosystems and much more.

BW Disrupt National Startup Day

Celebrating the entrepreneurial spirit on National Start-up Day, our Founder
and Managing Partner Vikram Gupta joined other industry eminent speakers
Dr. Apoorva Ranjan Sharma, Venture Catalysts, Sudhir Rao, Celestial Capital,

Ankit Kedia, Capital A for a thought-provoking panel discussion on 'Indian
Startups' growth Story- Past, Present and Future' hosted by BW

Businessworld.

BW Disrupt Young Enterprise & Entrepreneur
Awards 2022

We are happy to announce that our Founder and Managing Partner, Vikram
Gupta is part of the jury panel for BW Disrupt Young Enterprise &
Entrepreneur Awards 2022. The last date for filing nominations is March
15, 2023. The annual event aims to recognize India’s young entrepreneurs and
the startups of 2022 who transformed the Indian ecosystem.

PMS AID WORLD “Crystal Gazing 4.0”
India: Resurgence of the Golden Bird

We are delighted to announce that our Founder and Managing Partner,
Vikram Gupta is a panelist for the discussion on “Art & Science of spotting
multi-baggers amongst mid-stage unlisted businesses with high-risk of
failures” to be held on February 10, 2023. While we are all aware and
understand that listed businesses provide a wide scope of earning good
returns, given the bandwidth of a sea of publicly available data. However,
spotting these businesses early has its own challenges. Tune in to the
discussion to know more.

SaaStr APAC 2023

With 1,000+ SaaS founders, executives, VCs, 100 mentors, and 25 top
speakers SaaStr is coming to Singapore this time. We are happy to announce
that our Managing Partner, Ashish Wadhwani, will be highlighting his points
in the session titled, “Successful Scaling Across Markets, Lessons in
Marketing & Building GTM”. The event is scheduled to be held on February
22-23, 2023 at Suntec Singapore Convention & Exhibition Centre

Bharat Fintech Summit

Fintech has been on a growth path since 2016 and witnessed massive
movement between 2019-21. Keeping in tandem with the same, the event was
held at Grand Hyatt on February 7-8, 2023. Our Founder and Managing
Partner, Vikram Gupta, participated in the same. Another panelist of the
session was Anuradha Ramachandran, Managing Partner at TVS Capital
Funds. The session on 'Indian Fintech Ecosystem: Investment Trends' was
moderated by Hero Choudhary, Managing Partner at BEENEXT. They
discussed the emerging areas for investment in the industry and the future
ahead. They also shared learnings from their vast experience with the
audience.

Participated in other events
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